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Club Name
Club Name

ARISTON CLUB

University Profile
Ariston Club is run by students from the following university:

Heriot-Watt University Malaysia
1, Jalan Venna P5/2, Precinct 5,
62200 Putrajaya,
Wilayah Persekutuan Putrajaya, Malaysia
+60 3-8894 3888

Social Accounts

aristonhwum@gmail.com

Ariston Club of HWUM
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Brief History
Purpose of Ariston and The Reasoning Behind Our Actions
In 2015, Ariston was founded by Fu Cheng with the sole purpose of helping the people in need
to achieve their best.
The idea of helping the indigenous kids has started because of the Hope of Reading Project
(HOR) in 2016. The objective of this project is to build a library in the indigenous area. The
founder and the former president Janice had realized that building a library is never enough
to help the indigenous communities to transform their lives as they do not adapt to the
learning culture and have less awareness on the importance of education. Therefore, they
started to brainstorm ideas and initiate more educational-based projects to instil the
autonomous learning culture among the indigenous kids to shift their paradigms.

The Restructuring Process - The Turning Point
To ensure the sustainability of the impact to the club members (also known as Arisdites) and
the beneficiaries, Janice has decided to restructure the whole club - the leadership style, the
culture and most importantly, the vision.
Previously, Ariston paid too much attention on how to organize projects so that we could give
an impact on the kids. However, they neglected the part that not only the kids need to achieve
their best, but Arisdites too, thus, the restructuring happened. To let every Arisdites embrace
the club’s vision and have a strong conviction with the club’s purpose, Janice has made
everything transparent by allowing every member to understand their own personal values,
the purpose of each project and how every project contributes their parts to the whole to
better achieve our vision. At the same time, she has built some systems to cultivate the
radical open-minded and radical transparency culture as she strongly believes that with
these two cultures along with a purpose and impact driven mindset, anyone could make a
difference and change the world.
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Our Purpose

To help the underprivileged communities to achieve their best.

Vision

Mission

To establish an education system which
personalizes, involves and explores.

To learn, grow and give impact through
empathizing.

Culture

◾ Sustainability ◾ Personalised ◾ Empathizing ◾
Systematic ◾ Meaningful relationship ◾ Inclusion ◾ Transparency

Purpose driven
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3.
Members
(Academic Year 2021/22)
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Organizational Chart (as of July 2021)
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Board of Directors

I am the President of one of the most purpose driven
community service clubs in Heriot-Watt University,
Ariston. I joined in 2018, starting off as a member,
eventually landing where I am now. Upon becoming
president, I plan to tackle situations in unorthodox
ways with my leadership experience, whilst upholding
the culture of meaningful relationships, subsequently
ensuring consistent, sustainable, and impactful events
to better brand the club to external stakeholders.
Cumulatively, it will hopefully create a personalized,
involved, and explorative system for our beneficiaries.

Christy Koh Yan Ying
MA (Hons) Accounting and
Business Finance
Year 3

I am the Vice President and Leader of the Marketing and
Human Resources (MHR) Team. My role in MHR is to
oversee social media updates and people management
in terms of getting volunteers for our events. I also
communicate with YTL Foundation about collaboration
for volunteering events. As the Vice President, I assist in
overseeing the other teams’ progress and provide
advice, where necessary. My goal is to create systematic
planning while building a meaningful relationship
where we do not just work but also get to know each
other, learn and grow.

Carmen Khew Ling Lung
BSc (Hons) Actuarial Science
Year 3
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Law Wai Kit
BSc (Hons) Actuarial Science
Year 3

Yong Yung Ling
BSc (Hons) Psychology with
Management
Year 1

Aina Syazana Yusrina Binti
Shahari
MA (Hons) International
Business Management
Year 3

Goh Yu Jing
BSc (Hons) Psychology with
Management
Year 3

Low Xin Ling
BSc (Hons) Actuarial Science
Year 2

I am the Leader of the Adapt Become Confident (ABC)
Team. My role is to lead the team in terms of planning
and executing any events. First of all, my goal is meet
the ABC members’ expectations in terms of
volunteering and planning in this team. Secondly, I
would also want to create an environment where all the
ABC members bond well and work together in achieving
our goals.
As the Leader of the Career Exploration Team, I am
responsible for the well-being and progress of the team.
I am mainly in charge of guiding the team to achieve
our goals and objectives set for the academic year. My
main goal for this upcoming year would be organising
impactful and sustainable events for our community,
while making sure that the team is being well taken
care of.
I am the Leader of the Tutoring Team. My role is to lead
the team toward its mission and guiding them to meet
our goals for the upcoming academic year. My goal is
for the Tutoring Team to be able to organise an
impactful event that aligns with the objective of the
project and also strengthen the relationship between
the Tutoring members.

I am the Leader of the Secretarial Team. My role is to be
in charge of Ariston paper work such as meeting
minutes, event application forms, event proposal, event
report and also annual report. My goal is to maintain a
systematic guideline for all internal and external events
applications to ensure the format and templates are
correct to be submitted and the events are able to run
smoothly based on the actual timeline and plan.
I am the Leader of the Treasury and Finance Team. I am
in charge of all treasury-related issues such as
managing cash flows, budgeting, sometimes even
communicating with externals when money is involved.
My goal is to maintain a neat and systematic cashflow
recording approach, ensure consistent documentation
of all finance-related events and to go digital.
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Tay Hong Ying
BEng (Hons) Civil Engineering
Year 2

Chu Chen Xin
Foundation in Science

Jamilyn Khor Lynn Chze
MA (Hons) Accounting and
Business Finance
Year 2

Nuralia Ilysha Binti Ikmal
Hisham
BSc (Hons) Psychology
Year 1

I am the Vice-Leader of the Adapt Become Confident
(ABC) Team. My role is assisting team leaders on
planning and processing the team project. Being the
vice team leader, my goal is formulating an efficient
project which leads the beneficiaries to the main core
concept of ABC project team “Adapt Become Confident”.
Moreover, building an well-being relationship among
the team is one of my goals. Helping the team member
to achieve new knowledge and adapt to become
confident.
I am the Vice-Leader of the Career Exploration Team. My
role is to assist the team leader in leading the team
together. My goal is for our team to carry out impactful
and sustainable events for the underprivileged kids. I
also hope to have a good team culture, building a
strong bond between the members. Lastly, I hope to
build a team with passionate members who will take
initiative and ownership while planning out events.
I am the Vice-Leader of the Tutoring Team and my role is
to assist the Tutoring Team’s Leader in the planning and
implementation of team projects. My goal is to
formulate new tutoring ideas and interesting activities
for the beneficiaries that can be carried out once Covid
is over. I also hope to strengthen the bond between
tutoring team members and continue implanting the
good teaching spirit in team members.
I am the Vice-Leader of Marketing and Human
Resources (MHR). I am mainly the designer of the team
and my role is to assist the team when it comes to
planning and coming up with social media contents. My
goal is to make sure that our team progresses
consistently while creating and building a meaningful
relationship with the members.
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Adapt Become Confident (ABC)
About
ABC stands for Adapt, Become and Confident. This pandemic had highlighted two issues that
kids or students were facing which were lack of confidence in communicating in English and
in teamwork. Hence, ABC has two different teams, Inspire and Dreamwork.
Inspire team members will be constantly working on ways or fun activities that could make
English learning fun and accessible. As for the Dreamwork team, the members are also
passionate in breaking the barriers in which during the pandemic, our beneficiaries could
learn and apply the essence of teamwork.
Why are we doing this or why are we passionate in tackling these two issues? Firstly, English
is an essential language which students would find important in daily communication,
interviews etc. We want our beneficiaries to be able to speak confidently to others in English.
Moving on to teamwork, we highly believe this skill is equally important as it is needed
throughout our life.
To summarise, we believe that communication and teamwork are the main soft skills that
could help the unprivileged to have a better quality of life in the future. However, these skills
were left out in their growing process. Thus, we aim to build, instill and improve these 2 skills
of our beneficiaries through a series of personalized videos, some hands-on activities and
games as well.

Current Projects
ABC has prepared a 6-week series of pre-recorded videos that explains our beneficiaries
about teamwork and communication in English and Bahasa Melayu. For a greater impact, the
team proposed to carry out the event live, blended with pre-recorded videos. Besides, every
session is not limited to showing videos for the kids, but also slots in topic-related games,
sharing sessions, feedback forms and an award system. These activities will help us to
monitor the progress of the kids and boost their interest.
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Career Exploration
About
An issue regarding the underprivileged students whereby they are unaware, uncertain and
hence undecided on their future careers was brought to light. As such, the Career Exploration
Team is a step towards remedying this issue, as well as to develop their leadership and
independence.
Our team focuses on exposing our beneficiaries to different career prospects that can be
related easily by the students, so they are aware of the endless possibilities and the options
available for them. The team members are passionate in planning and executing events that
will achieve our objectives by inciting curiosity towards different careers that are of their
interest, thus awakening the underprivileged students’ desire to learn.
The Career Exploration Team aims to conduct online workshops in order for the students to
get some hands-on and real-world experiences. One of our notable achievements is our visit
to Kidzania Malaysia, where the students had an opportunity to get a clear idea in exploring
their fields of interest through first-hand experiences. Once the pandemic situation
improves, the Career Exploration Team intends to continue coming up with meaningful and
impactful events that will act as a catalyst in the process of preparing the students for a
brighter future.

Current Projects
The Career Exploration team has planned out contents for three career fields: Arts, Hospitality
and Health industry. We have prepared slides, videos, handouts and hands-on activities
related to each industry. We are planning to deliver live sessions to the beneficiaries and
deliver our content to them, while catering to their needs.
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Tutoring
About
The Tutoring team focuses on positively impacting our beneficiaries’ lives through a
personalized yet fun teaching and learning process.
We aim to cater to our beneficiaries' needs for support and own mastery levels when helping
them to build their fundamentals in education. Besides, we also hope to inspire them yet
nurturing their love and confidence in pursuing education.
We will be able to achieve all these by preparing learning materials such as pre-recorded
videos and worksheets that are easily understandable and attractive to the beneficiaries.
Additionally, we also plan exciting activities or games for the beneficiaries to have fun during
their face-to-face study break sessions.

Current Projects
Preparation of learning materials (pre-recorded videos) for beneficiaries covering addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division topics. The videos are story-based to boost
engagement from the students towards understanding the topics discussed. This learning
video requires beneficiaries to not only pay extra attention but also use their thinking skills
as there are video-related questions that they will have to solve at the end of the video.
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Beneficiaries
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SK(A) Bukit Tampoi
Jalan Dengkil Banting,
43800 Dengkil,
Selangor

A collaboration between SK(A) Bukit Tampoi and Ariston Club has been established
since 2019. Various events were conducted by the project teams, including a trip to Kidzania
in April 2019, with the purpose of sparking the students’ curiosity by allowing them to have a
fun learning experience. To ensure that we provide what they really need, the Empathizing
Event was conducted where all project teams tested their activities and made adjustments
afterwards if necessary.
The ongoing pandemic presents a very big challenge for us to be able to carry out our
activities, especially with the internet connection and device problems that were faced by the
students, who are mostly coming from B40 families. However, discussions between the
Ariston Club and the school are continuing to ensure we can continue to collaborate even in
the midst of this pandemic.
In connection with the need for the school to continue to ensure the cleanliness and
safety of their students while attending school, the Ariston Club donated Hygienic Items
such as disinfectant liquid, alcohol spray and masks for all students. Donations are given
directly to school officials on April 15, 2021.
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Past Documentations
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Project ABC 2020
This is a 2-hour event organised by the ABC team. From
this event, the kids in SK(A) Bukit Tampoi had a chance to
discover their hobbies and develop their soft skills through
various activities. For example, we taught them how to fold
paper stars, the fundamentals of basketball and science
projects. Some activities will require the kids’ patience.
Hence, for example, from the star folding activity, we are
able to identify which kids are able to focus and work on a
task for a longer period of time.

Career Path Test Event 2021
In order to increase the exposure of
career possibilities and ignite their interest
towards their future path, the Career
Exploration Team conducted a 2-weeks long
event consisting weekly online live sessions
with Trinity Children Home. This Career Path
Event is a guide for the students to find out
and explore the careers that are suitable for
them based on their personality and interest.
Our team focused on introducing the
students to careers from different sectors
and fields, which includes uncommon jobs
like catering manager, stock broker, event
planner and many more.
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Tutoring Program for
Indigenous Kids
Every semester, after recruiting new members, we hold
an Induction Day to get both old and new members
acquainted with one another. Prior to the pandemic, we
planned out various team-building activities to be
done at Kampung Balai Raya to break the ice and made
everyone feel welcome in our Ariston family. Since the
pandemic hit, we have transitioned our Induction Day
to a virtual platform but still keeping the concept of
fun ice-breaking games for everyone to get to know
each other and feel welcomed.

Induction Day
Every semester, after recruiting new
members, we hold an Induction Day to get
both old and new members acquainted with
one another. Prior to the pandemic, we
planned out various team-building
activities to be done at Kampung Balai Raya
to break the ice and made everyone feel
welcome in our Ariston family. Since the
pandemic hit, we have transitioned our
Induction Day to a virtual platform but still
keeping the concept of fun ice-breaking
games for everyone to get to know each
other and feel welcomed.
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Empathizing Event 2019
Empathizing Day is an event where the project
teams tested out various activities and materials
prepared in order to validate the project teams’
plans and assumptions. As the name suggests, it
is also a day for us to familiarize and empathize
with our main beneficiaries, the indigenous
children. In this event, the project team leaders
and members directly interacted with the
indigenous children for half a day where a series of
events were conducted. This includes drawing of
daily life by the ABC Team, watching career videos
which would be explained by the volunteers as well
as a test run for the reward system by the Tutoring
Team.

YTL Math Online Classes &
Kahoot
We assisted YTL Foundation Leaps Academy
in holding weekly online Math lessons with
students between ages 11 to 15. This is a
platform where most of the Ariston’s
members help students to revise their
homework and syllabus, especially since
most of them are facing difficulties in
online learning during this pandemic. We
also held a monthly Kahoot Quiz with the
students to review their lessons and
improve their understanding on the topics
they have learnt.
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Hygienic Item Sponsorship
Due to the ongoing pandemic, all
face-to-face plans were forced to be put on
hold while internet connection problems
made it difficult for us to conduct virtual
activities. Hoping to bring positive impact
despite the existing challenges, a
sponsorship of hygienic items had been
conducted. 145 individual hygienic kits which
each consists of of a bottle of hand sanitiser
and 30 masks packed in a zip-lock bag for
easy storage were distributed to the school
kids in SK (A) Bukit Tampoi. 10 litres of germ
disinfectant were also given to the school.
Through this sponsorship, not only our
beneficiaries get to learn about proper
personal hygiene habits, it has also helped
provide a safer learning environment for
them especially in the midst of the
pandemic.
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“Since the first day I joined this club, there is one thing that amazes me
all the time: the commitment of the members. Even though we are from
different courses and backgrounds, everyone unites to ensure we only
deliver the best to help the underprivileged kids.”
Jevon Shanahan Lisadi Lie
President, 2020/21

“Ariston Club is a platform supporting those who want to make a change
to the underprivileged community. The ability to adapt to tough situations,
especially during this pandemic, and still being able to drive everyone
towards the same goal is one of the best qualities I find in this club.”
Yu Kai Xuan
Leader of Treasury and Finance Team, 2020/21

“Ariston has given me the opportunity to be able to volunteer and make a
difference in the kids' studies and I'm grateful for it.
Not only that, I also met new friends and learned
a lot of new things (by making videos).”
Vichellia
Member of Tutoring Team, 2020/21

“I will forever be grateful to be given the opportunity to help with the
events organized. Ariston taught me a lot of things with the
main one being that to always give back to the community, especially the
less fortunate.”
Tengku Amirah Tengku Abdul Halim
Member of Career Exploration Team, 2019/20
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